Regulatory Regulations

Regulatory Regulations

Does your product require regulatory management? Regulatory management has several levels i.e. initial
assessment, BOM control, final product testing and auditing (internal and external). Vergent Products
has established relationships with UL, ULC, CE, CSA, TUV and ETL that enables us to control and
manage your regulatory requirements.
Initial Assessment: Vergent will work with you to determine your products desired markets. Each
market may require different or multiple regulatory certifications and various levels of testing and
auditing.
BOM Control: Vergent Products will validate your BOM based on initial regulatory requirements or
based on established Follow-UP Service requirements (FUS). We have the controls in place to flag all
material requiring regulatory verification. These controls accompany the material from procurement
through storage, final assembly and post shipment traceability.
Final Product Testing: Depending on your products final destination and usage, various tests may be
required by your regulatory file. Vergent has the personnel and capabilities to complete very complex
final product testing. Vergent can manage test requirements from ICT, functional, continuity and hi-pot.
All test records are maintained in our proprietary data management system. Vergent has made it a
standard practice to hi-pot test all final assemblies requiring AC power, regardless of regulatory
requirements.
Auditing: Each quarter Vergent undergoes unannounced audits from each regulatory agency in which
we are managing a file. It is very important to maintain records for these audits. The more efficient the
audit is the more money that you save because less time is required by the auditor. Vergent also has a
stringent internal audit process for all regulatory files. The internal audit process allows us to proactively
manage your safety portfolio.
Wether you need a regulatory project managed from the design phase or you need an existing product file
managed, Vergent Products has controlled process that enables you to get the highest return on your
investment. Vergent Products thinks and works differently to assure that you products are designed,
manufactured and serviced with safety at the forefront of our processes.

